
 

 

ADDENDUM 

 
On Call Rolloff Services 

RFP # 018-19-16 

 

 

TO:  All Potential Proposers 

 

FROM:            Jan Bitting 

  Director, Finance & Administration 

 

DATE:  May 23, 2019 

 

 

The following information is being provided in response to inquiries 

received regarding the above solicitation issued by Horry County Solid 

Waste Authority (SWA). 

 

1. What is the contract start date? 

 

June 15, 2019 is the anticipated start date. 

 

2. What is the length of the contract? 

             

12 months 

. 

3. Does contractor provide their own containers? 

 

The HCSWA will be providing all containers 

 

4. Can HCSWA provide 12-month hauling activity history per 

locations (# of hauls)? 

 

The HCSWA has 35+ locations that pulls will be serviced from. 

The company awarded this bid will only be utilized when the 

HCSWA Rolloff truck is not able to complete pulls. Therefore, 

we cannot give the number of pulls or activity history.  Pulls per 

day could range from 0-6. In the event that service is needed, 

HCSWA will call the successful bidder to see how many pulls 

could be worked into their schedule.  

 

5. Roughly what is the average amount of pulls per day? 

 



This will be an on-call contract. The on-call rolloff service will 

be utilized with the HCSWA rolloff truck is down or there is a 

need to have pulls completed that the HCSWA cannot.  If you are 

the winning bidder, we call you to provide the service the next 

day.  That could range from 1 to 6 pulls on any given day or 

whatever could be worked into your schedule. 

 

6. It says all tipping fees are the responsibility of HCSWA. Just for 

clarification, that means we will not receive any bills for tonnage, 

and we are only quoting the trucking for this project, correct? 

 

All tipping fees for tonnage will be paid by the HCSWA. This 

bid is for trucking only. 


